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s We Need a Hero
by Mike Sexton

Who likes to be rescued? We all like 
to think of ourselves as self-sufficient 
and independent. Yet there are those 
times when we all need a little help be-
cause the circumstances that we face 
can be a bit overwhelming. Those are 
when we find out who our real friends 
are--those who come to the rescue and 
help us to the end. Sometimes a timely 
word of advice has saved the day. Oth-
er times it was just good people willing 
to roll up their sleeves and pitch in to 
do some hard work. So being rescued 
out of a jam isn’t all bad. It can make 
many unsuspecting people heroes in 
our lives if not for just a moment and 
make for some life long relationships.

Over the years we at Wear-Con have 
seen our share of seemingly impos-
sible situations. Regardless of the cir-
cumstance, a hero always came to the 
rescue. Now when we get a call from a 
customer who is between that prover-
bial “rock and a hard place,” we can 
relate. We’re so often told by them 
that nothing will work and they have 
tried everything. Yet we know that a 
solution can be found. On many oc-
casions that “last resort” option is 
something they have never heard of, 
such as SHC800™ Wear Panels. SHC800™ is 
a proprietary blend of alloys cast into 
wear panels. They are extremely impact 
resistant and abrasion resistant. SHC800™ 
Wear Panels have come to the rescue 
in as many applications as there are 
customers that continue to use them. 
It has been suggested that the SHC could 
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stand for Super Hero Composite. Let’s 
just say they consistently save the day!

There are many unique applications 
where Wear-Con’s SHC800™ Wear Panels 
have come to the rescue and continue to 
maintain the fight against wear every min-
ute of every day. Here are several applica-
tions that are now protected. 

• Impact zones in chutes and hoppers are 
prime locations for SHC800™ Wear Panels.

• Feeders take a tremendous amount of 
punishment. SHC800™ Wear Panels are well suit-
ed for them.

• Wear-Concepts fabricates custom SkirtBoards™ lined 
with SHC800™ Wear Panels for all kinds of conveying 
applications.

• Lining transitions with SHC800™ Wear Panels can 
be a near permanent solution for wear.

• Raw mills take so much abuse. SHC800™ Wear 
Panels can be strategically placed to shield and pro-
tect in a variety of places. Just recently we tiled raw 
mill cone sections with 6” x 6” SHC800™ Wear Pan-
els. It was a  new application for us.

• Deflectors are a perfect application for 
SHC800™ Wear Panels. Pug mill paddles are 
also made out of SHC800™ Wear Panels.

These are just a few of the hundreds of 
applications were Wear-Con has been in-
volved in the application of SHC800™ Wear 
Panels coming to the rescue. Where can 
they be a hero for you? Chances are that you 
have a unique spot where the crime of wear 
is being committed. Give us a call or email 
us so we can help you arrest and eradicate 
the perpetrator. 


